Media Kit
2019

First and foremost, I am so glad you are here!

I am Laura Nava

My media kits provides you an overview of
myself, my work and all of my stats, as January
2019; so that you may decide whether you would
like to partner with me (which would be
incredible)!

Seven years ago, I decided to take the leap and go after
my entrepreneurial dreams. I’ll be the first to share that
it has been a whirlwind keeping up with the changes,
growing and turning what was initially one idea into a
multi-faceted business. While working to make my
dreams come true, I have had the opportunity to team
up and work with a number of awesome brands and
companies; and every opportunity has been an
incredible partnership.

I am looking forward to learning about your
envision and how to would like to partner to
achieve your goal. I am looking forward to the
opportunity to work with one another. But, either
way, I am so thankful that you saw something in
me that you decided to stop by, take a look and
reach out. Now, let’s make things happen
together!

BLOG STATS
10,000+

Monthly Page Views

2,000+

Unique Monthly Visitors

80%

Blog

The

The blog started in 2013 as Fashion At Large due to my love for
everything fashion.
In the summer of 2016, we found out that we were expecting in
early 2017 and I had taken a step back from blogging and spent the
remainder of the year obsessed over everything baby and trying to
prepare for this new chapter called, “Motherhood”.
Our son was born in March 2017 and the first few days/ (who are
we kidding?) MONTHS, were filled with excitement, love, joy,
gratitude and a roller coaster of emotions. Honestly, I was
struggling with postpartum and anxiety. It is so common that we
think that these things will not affect us personally, however they
are much more common that we realize.
The summer of 2017, I decided to reconvene my blog to redirect
my energy, however from Fashion At Large was born Madame
Warrior. Madame Warrior, to me, had exhibited all the strengths
and hidden capabilities we as women and mothers have within us,
whether we were already at a point in our lives where we realized

Returning Visitors

60%

Social MediaVisitors
(Instagram, Pinterest, Facebook, &
Twitter)

20%

New Visitors

PUBLISHING SCHEDULE

Once a week/
Varies from Friday & Monday
**Stats are accurate as of January 2019

Getting Social!

Who follows Laura?
Laura’s audience is 81%
female, with the majority
between the ages of 18-24.

INSTAGRAM STATS
Female

Male

13-17

7%

18-24

45%

25-34

45-64

25%
4%
.43%

65+

.04%

35-44
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Their interests are
motherhood,
entrepreneurship and
feminism.
While working with Laura,
you will receive a colorful,
authentic post about your
product or service, which
includes a genuine, heart-felt,
engaging caption.

60

19%

ENGAGEMNET RATE:

2.83%

Averages
Weekly Impressions

43,016

72% from

Weekly Profile Visits

3,212

Weekly Reach

10,751

81%
**Stats are accurate as of January 2019

A FEW BRAND
COLLABORATIONS

Get to know me!
This is me, hope its you as well.

I tend to be an overachiever at
most things I attempt.

I consider myself a feminist &
stand for gender equality.

I am competitive with myself,
usually aiming to excel previous
personal goals.

I absolutely love kettle potato
chips & eat them with almost
every meal .

I am a California native, NYC
transplant.

Countless times a day, you will
find me dancing around.

I love socializing & meeting new
people, yet I appreciate quiettime alone to binge my fave
shows.

I love performing and
entertaining a crowd. When I
was a kid, I regular put on a
show at family gatherings.

I believe it is important to
celebrate life accomplishments,
even the little ones.

I don’t think I can get tired of
sandwiches & always cut my
sandwiches into 4 pieces.

I met my boyfriend when we
were 14 years old in high
school.

I love a good laugh. You’ll
usually find me being silly and
quirky with friends and family.

I have been a pescatarian for 13
years strong.

I don’t need a special occasion
to find me is a dress and heels.

I had dreamt of living in NYC
since I was 7. Half a decade in
the city that never sleeps & I still
am infatuated with it.

When I am not working, which
is rare, because I have a passion
for what I do; you’ll most likely
find me traveling, eating or
dancing with my little family.

Price List
Blog Endorsements
All blog endorsement will entail a post on the
madamewarrior.com blog written by Laura Nava
highlighting the use of your product / service. All
recommendations and comments will be genuine to
my audience. In addition, all blog posts are then as
well pinned to Pinterest for further exposure.
$250 Per Post

Social Media Endorsements
Social media endorsements are the quickest methods
to reach your audience in today’s marketing. Social
media marketing has become one of the most
demanded/ requested forms of advertising, as your
product/brand is presented to your target audience
on multiple platforms that they send hours on daily.
My per post rate includes one permanent post that
will cross Instagram, Twitter, Facebook & Pinterest.
$500 per post / Only Instagram $350 per post

How to Book!
Let’s Get To It!
Partnerships, sponsorships &
collaborations run on a
first come basis and are subject to
approval. Some requests can be
declined due to brand image, type of
product or timing. To submit your
partnership order & have your
promotion lined up, please
email hello@itslauranava.com .
Within the subject line, please list
Partnership : “Company/ Brand
Name”. Within the message, please
share which partnerships you are
interested in, your vision for the
promotion, desired timing & contact
information.
Please permit up to 48 hours for a
response from our team. .

Instagram Stories (Laura’s stories average 4000+ views)
$150 for a stand alone story & $50 for an add
on to a post.

Speaking Engagements
Looking to have me speak at an event, please email at
hello@itslauranava.com to provide details to the
event, the topic of the presentation and expectations.
$5,000 per event + travel

Panel Presentations / Interviews
Looking to have Laura speak on a panel or to be
interviewed in her areas of expertise? Email Laura at
hello@itslauranava.com to provide details.
Currently taking commissions at no cost for
local NYC events. If there will be travel,
simply cover travel expenses.

I can’t wait to
partner with
you!

